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Havit H2040d gaming headphones
Set out to conquer the virtual world with the Havit H2042d-B on your ears! The gaming headphones provide deep and immersive sound
that will transport you to the heart of the action. The omnidirectional microphone allows for clear team communication during gameplay,
while the soft ear cups and adjustable design ensure comfort, even during long gaming sessions. Dynamic RGB backlighting gives the
headphones a unique character while creating a special atmosphere during gameplay.
 
Increase your immersion level
With powerful 50mm drivers, the Havit H2040d headphones deliver sound with the incredible depth and clarity you need to completely
immerse yourself in the world of gaming. With a wide frequency response range of 20Hz to 20kHz, you'll hear every detail of the sound,
allowing you to react faster to your opponents' movements. 
 
Free communication with gamers
The Havit H2040d will allow you to have even better team communication during gameplay! The headphones feature an omnidirectional
microphone  that  accurately  captures  your  voice  from  different  directions,  eliminating  unwanted  ambient  sounds.  This  means  your
messages will always be clear, and teamwork and in-game communication will be more effective than ever before. 
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Comfort at the highest level
Havit H2040d headphones combine excellent sound with comfort. Their ergonomic design makes them fit  perfectly on your head, and
the adjustable headband allows you to adjust them to your head size. Protein leather earcups gently wrap around your ears, providing
excellent isolation from outside sounds. All this means you can enjoy maximum comfort, even during long gaming sessions. 
 
	Manufacturer
	Havit
	Model
	H2040d
	Color
	Black
	Transducers
	Φ50 mm
	Impedance
	20Ω±15%
	Sensitivity
	113dB±3dB
	Frequency response
	20Hz-20kHz
	Microphone
	ø6 x 2.7 mm
	Microphone sensitivity
	-38dB±3dB
	Cable length
	2,1 m
	Connection
	Wired (3.5mm audio + USB)
	Backlighting 
	Yes, RGB

Preço:

€ 14.50

Jogos, Headphones
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